
Play your way to better team performance: 

Miki Island experiential learning



Join our upcoming demo 

sessions and see for yourself:

• 30 September @ 9am GMT +2
• 28 October @ 9am GMT +2

You want to try it out!
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Join our upcoming 

certification programs!

• 18 & 20 October
• 24 & 26 November

You want to get certified!
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We’re growing and we have

15-20 teams to work with in the

next 3 months.

We are looking for GDQ Certified

consultants to join us on some of

our roll-outs!

You want to contribute!
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3 Reasons to get in touch!



Get in touch!
https://www.aeqlia.com/webinar-events/

Oussama.labib@aeqlia.com

Thomas.spjuth@aeqlia.com

mailto:Oussama.labib@aeqlia.com
mailto:Thomas.spjuth@aeqlia.com


Who we are



The Agenda
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What’s the real value for teams, consultants and
organizations?



What’s the benefit

& value?



Changing behavior at the core!

We engage learners and teams both emotionally and rationally
to move from awareness into behavior change and performance
improvement.

By playing a game with team members and being taken into a 
fictional environment, learners open themselves up to new 
possibilities and learnings, letting go of their “default” behavior 
of the workplace and bringing their true selves to the game. 

This is what our proprietary framework Educate, Entertain, 
Inspire & Apply™ does by mapping all features and components 
of our learner’s journey. 



For Teams & Organizations

What’s the value to the teams?

• Combine theory with practice

• Create a safe environment to discuss and reflect on 
the team dynamics and team member relationships

• Replay-ability: play, learn, apply, repeat

• Get measurable feedback with GDQ Short about their team 
performance



Customer Testimonial

I am impressed by the amount of real work-life value we have taken from 
this team development journey. What separates it from other traditional 

workshops was that it wasn’t just interesting and fun, it’s applicable. 

The set of changes in behavior and attitudes initiated during this journey 
have boosted the agile growth and performance of our teams.

”

“

Bram de Block
Global Agile Lead

Skyline Communications



For GDQ Consultant & Team Coaches

What’s the value to team coaches?

• Get new clients. Happy clients.

• Prolong the engagement with their existing clients

• Coach on observed behaviors for better team development results

• Deliver engaging virtual team development journeys



Customer Testimonial

The certification process was fun, efficient and experience-
based as we both tried the Miki Island Experience as participants, as
well as having a step-by-step facilitators walkthrough of the whole
process.

The link to GDQ and IMGD gives it credibility and you can easily
see team behaviors from daily work reflected in the Miki Island
experience.

It is a great tool to start a leadership or group development
programme of larger scale, as well as a stand-alone team activity!

I highly recommend it!

”

“



Who we worked with!

Some companies that have used our learning solutions for team building events, coaching development program
and/or leadership development programs.

Retail, Tech, Consulting, Insurance, governmental companies.



Miki Island in numbers!

# Miki Island
Participants

# of Coaches &
Consultants Certified

# of Companies who 
experienced Miki Island

# of Countries 
where we are present

1500+ 25+

25+ 9



Our partner network!

France

Sweden,
Norway

Partners & Distributors

North America

Network in development

China

Malaysia,
Thailand

Singapore

Global Offices

Philippines,
Indonesia

Australia



What is it?



The Group Development Questionnaire® and the Integrated Model of Group 

Development based on Susan Wheelan’s research form the foundation of a new, 

digital experiential learning solution developed with the purpose to enhance 

team performance. 

What is this all about?



A remote and digital learning experience for teams

This new team intervention is made possible through a collaboration between GDQ Associates and aeqlia. 

Both partners share a strong belief that learners and teams can get the best of all worlds: 

a fun, collaborative and engaging learning experience based on proven research and methodology to 

improve and accelerate their performance on-the-job. 

All digital and remote.



Team Development Journeys

We combine the engagement of experiential learning and gaming, robustness of behavior science and power of
technology & data to accelerate teams’ performance through team development journeys.

EXPERIENTIAL 
LEARNING

BEHAVIOR 
SCIENCE

COLLECTIVE 
INTELLIGENCE TECHNOLOGY & 

DATA DRIVENA shared learning 
experience for the team to 

learn about High 
Performing & Agile Teams.A behavior and research-

based team assessment to 
diagnose the team’s 
performance stage.

Looking at the the strength 
of the group for improved 

collaboration and sharing to 
move forward.

Data visualization and 
insights to recommend 

team’s action plans.



Aeqlia’s Team Development Platform

• As a coach: create teams, add team members, 

create workshops for your team development journeys

• Launch Miki Island game to create behavior change 

and performance improvement

• GDQ Short Team Assessment & report to diagnose 

needs and performance

• Digital learning activities & Collaborative action 

plan  throughout the team development journey



Miki Island online multi-player game-based learning program allows teams to practice and experience the 

behaviors and characteristics of Agile & High Performing Teams in a psychologically safe environment.

What is this all about?

Digital Experiential Learning program:

• Collaborative & Multiplayer
• Facilitated by a certified Team Coach
• Designed with learning outcomes in mind
• Challenges reflecting the workplace

GDQ Short Team Assessment, after the game.

• The GDQS (13 items) is a short version of the GDQ (60 items). 
• Four items in scale 1 and three items in scales 2-4.
• GDQS has been validated with satisfying results



Our game Miki Island™ has been designed with those specific learning outcomes in mind and reflect real-life 
business challenges teams face in the workplace. 

Our world-class facilitators make it a unique and engaging experience that participants will never forget!!

The experience 
(1,5h)

Business Application 
Workshop (30-45min)

The Debrief
(1,5h)

The Session



GDQ Short Short

Miki Island experiential learning program integrates GDQ Short, a short version of the GDQ Long questionnaire. Used in 
the debrief, the GDQ Short allows teams to reflect on their maturity stage in Miki Island and prepare a behavior with 
intent change plan! 

• The GDQS (13 items) is a short version of the GDQ (60 items).
• Four items in scale 1 and three items in scales 2-4.
• GDQS has been validated with satisfying results in: Gren, Jacobsson, Rydbo, & Lenberg (2020, February 13). The Group Development 

Questionnaire Short (GDQS) Scales: Tiny-Yet-Effective Measures of Team/Small Group Development. https://doi.org/10.31234/osf.io/u3p8c



How does it 

work?



After being rewarding with an end-of-the-year retreat to Hawaii with 
your team for your outstanding team performance, you’re packing with 
what you need most – sun cream, bikinis, hangover morning pills… and 
jump on the plane.

You’re lucky. You have on the plane with you the world’s famous 
Adventurer Grizz! As you fly over Miki Island, the island she discovered a 
few years ago, she gives you a tour and you learn that Miki comes from 
the Hawaian “Quick & Nimble”! She had indeed to be extremely agile to 
survive over there.

Suddenly, the plane encounters some technical issues. With the drop in 
the atmosphere, everyone passes out and the plane crashes somewhere 
on Miki Island. 

You wake up and your team is the only survivor. You have a limited 
amount of days to reach the marine base across the Island, and have 
limited information! 

Your mission is to go through the island jungle to the only rescue point, 
or you will die. Many dangers await for you in the Island…

Only the strong will survive!

The Story



Team Member Interdependence

Inter-dependence of team members. Each member of the team will have a specific role to play
and the team will have to collaborate effectively and share information to achieve the team task in 
the game. 



The teams in Miki Island reflect the teams back @ work:

• Functional Roles in the team
• Common vision and shared goals
• Interdependence of team members
• Communication, collaboration and feedback
• Collaborative decision-making to accomplish the goal needed

The team’s performance in Miki Island is directly connected to their ability to 
demonstrate and apply the behaviors and characteristics of high performing & agile teams!

Why it works?



Some Team Challenges in the Game

STAGE 1
The teams always start in Stage 1 with unclear goals, lack of structure and organization in the decision-making process 
and low team member participation.

STAGE 2
With many strategy & tactics possible to survive, disagreements and conflicts will come up and have to be managed 
effectively within the team. Differences around what decisions to be made will put the team at risk. 

STAGE 3
It the team safely navigate through to stage 3, the decision making becomes more effective. Team members are 
clearer about their roles and the goals. Trust increases in the team.

STAGE 4
The team uses the stop & reflect regularly to review its decisions and evaluate the results, is able to adjust strategy 
and tactics quickly and is able to achieve the task extremely efficiently. 

These are some game analogies that are integrated in the game design of the program and are debriefed and
discussed during the learning modules.



100-day Team Development Sprint

100-days sprint to improve your performance and team effectiveness back at work and build
sustainable ways of working!


